ThermoCare
About Us
Established in January 2009, Metropolitan
Wireless International Pte Ltd specializes
in designing and developing state of the art
solutions
using
mobile
wireless
communication technologies.

Temperature/Humidity/
Electricity Monitoring
System
An IoT Solution to monitor Temperature or
Humidity
sensitive
products
during
production or retail marketing (or) electrical
consumption of various units.
Our ThermoCare is designed for the
monitoring of temperature critical food items ;
users include F&B Restaurant operator s,
Frozen
Food/Winery/Chocolate
storage
providers etc.
The unit also comes with a module for
monitoring electrical consumption.

For more info please visit:
www.mwi.com.sg/thermocare/

Our Mission is to design & develop
specialized products that leverage latest
wireless and mobile technologies to deliver
integrated & seamless Voice, Data and
Video communications to aid Control
Centre operations.
In addition to venture into IoT realm to
monitor and track various aspect in our
ever-advancing technology environment.
Head quartered in Singapore and having
an off-shore development centre in
Bangalore, India, the core team has a
stellar track record in designing and
deploying successful and highly reliable
solutions.

Metropolitan Wireless
International Pte. Ltd.
Address:
421, Tagore Industrial Avenue,
#02-19 (Upper Deck), Tagore 8,
Singapore 787805.
Website:
http://mwi.com.sg
Contact Us:
Malcolm Ong (CEO)
Malcolm.ong@mwi.com.sg
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ICCS (Integrated Communication ALTS (Automatic Location
Console System)
Tracking System)

AquaCare

Communications
Dispatcher System

Personnel & Vehicle
Locationing System

Water Quality
Monitoring System

An integrated voice, data and video dispatcher
that provides intuitive dispatching capability to
communicate with the field force during critical
/ emergency operations.

Seamless Outdoor & Indoor tracking for
public security, safety and operation staff.

An IoT Solution that monitors water
parameters in order to safeguard millions
of livestock during the production stage.

Role & scenario-based configurations.

Secure & reliable positioning using
affiliation technologies such as: GPS | WiFi | BLE | RFID | UWB.

The system is highly reliable with several
layers of redundancy to ensure no interruption
especially for those who cannot afford any.

Flexible
rule-based
Real-time
generation & Notification.

Existing Client

Existing Client








SMRT (Singapore Metro)
KVMRT (Malaysia Metro)
MTRC (Hong Kong Metro)
TRA (Taiwan Metro)
SPF (Singapore Police)
India Metro Lines

Alert

Extensive reports allowing key data to be
examined in a variety of formats.







Police Force
Military Personnel
Security Agencies
Telco Operators
Civil Defense Personnel

Our AquaCare Solution includes the
ability to monitor water parameters such
as
Dissolved-Oxygen,
pH,
ORP,
Conductivity, Salinity, Turbidity, Algae
Bloom and more.
We cater for industries such as
Aquaculture, Water-agencies monitoring
Coastal/ Rivers/Sea waters.

For more info please visit:
www.mwi.com.sg/aquacare/

